7 blade trailer wiring diagram

A number of standards prevail in North America , or parts of it, for trailer connectors , the
electrical connectors between vehicles and the trailers they tow that provide a means of control
for the trailers. On cars and light trucks listed below as Light Vehicles there is no formal
standard, instead there is a wealth of contacts with more or less accepted standard. However,
you can not be entirely sure until you have measured the current connector on the vehicle and
trailer that they fit each other. Note that different color coding can be used for certain functions,
which means that you can not trust the colors mentioned here without measuring the contact
and wiring from case to case. In some cases - as in the flat 4-pin or 5-pin connector - it is fairly
obvious which color that is connected to which pin. In case you have a vehicle that separates
the left and right side position lights into 58L and 58R - like many German cars - it is advisable
to choose 58L to feed the taillights. These two circuits shall not be merged because it can
create problems in the towing vehicle. If you want to be more advanced you can make a simple
connection with two diodes that provide balanced load of the circuits. Note that the diodes have
to be able to handle high currents or that they are used to control a relay which in turn feeds the
trailer. If you have a trailer with a lot of lights the diode and relay wiring is preferred, but if you
have a trailer with a simple light arrangement it is usually sufficient to wire to 58L. In market
there are many special converters [1] [2] [3] that solves the problem of connecting a car with
European wiring to a trailer with North American wiring. What most of these converters do is to
bring together the turn signals and stop lamp signal from a three-wire solution using 54, L and
R into a two-wire solution using L54 and R54 according to DIN where brake light and turn
indicator uses the same wire and bulb for each side. These converters usually don't handle the
case of separate position light circuits for left and right side in the towing vehicle. The
difference is that J indicates that the voltage must be 12V and that wire areas shall be larger due
to the higher currents needed when using 12V compared to 24V. Some of the pins in the
connector have also a slightly different function. The functional differences are small, but the
difference in voltage and current requirements makes the SAE J and ISO incompatible without
the use of additional equipment in the form of voltage converters. It is also necessary to pay
particular attention to pin 7. Note that the SAE J connector is not controlling the brakes. SAE J
is typically used on heavy duty trucks and trailers with pneumatic brakes where only the power
to the ABS unit and indication of braking by brake light signal is required. The brakes
themselves are controlled using air pressure. SAE J was introduced in , which means that older
heavy duty vehicles vintage may have other connectors. Light vehicles use a plethora of
contacts, [8] [9] [10] but among these are two that are most common:. Due to this there are
unified vehicle outlets on the market that combine these two into a single module. This contact
is not as common, but is compatible with the 4-pin connector in the way that a towing vehicle
with this connector can be connected to a trailer with the 4-pin flat plug. This contact is one of
the most frequent contacts on the trucks in North America. It contains the minimum necessary
signals for complying with regulatory requirements in the United States. These contacts are
less common, and the wiring of these may differ from what is listed here, as well as Application
area. The contacts can be for example be used for task lighting, etc. Although this has physical
similarities to SAE J is not electrically compatible, and shall be avoided. Wiring shall be in
accordance with SAE J instead to avoid problems. Because this connector has pins in two
rows, it is not backwards compatible with the 4-pin and 5-pin flat connectors. This contact is
less common, and may have completely different wiring than that shown here. The wiring is
same as for the 6-pin round connector with center pin Reversing lamps excluded. This
connector is available in some cases instead of the flat 4-pin connector. It is less common on
the U. A distinctive feature of the trailers that require this type of connector is the fact that they
do not have their own braking system and stop along with the towing vehicle. Introduced by
John Deere for agricultural hardware, [12] then used for other purposes, like yachts and general
electric cables. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article contains instructions,
advice, or how-to content. The purpose of Wikipedia is to present facts, not to train. Please help
improve this article either by rewriting the how-to content or by moving it to Wikiversity ,
Wikibooks or Wikivoyage. November Trailer connector Trailer connectors in Australia Trailer
connectors in Europe ISO standards for trailer connectors Trailer connectors in military
organizations. Hitches and Towing July June Categories : Automotive electrics Trailers DC
power connectors. Hidden categories: Articles needing cleanup from November All pages
needing cleanup Articles containing how-to sections. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Svenska Edit links. Left Turn Signal. Stop lamps. Right Turn Signal. Tail
lamps , registration plate lamp. Ground connected to chassis. Left Turn Signal , Stop lamps.
Right Turn Signal , Stop lamps. Electric brake control. Reversing lamps , control current to
block surge brakes when reversing. To enter the diagnostic mode and check the existing error

codes in memory, do the following:. Turn the ignition switch button still hold and wait for about
8 seconds until the dashboard inscription "dIAG". Once the dashboard displays the diagnostic
mode d01 button to turn off the stop of the engine. Press the Select top to get to the line number
[d60]. This cell shows the number of currently existing bugs. View room facing opposite d All
cells diagnostics above 60 - is the line diagnosis of each component separately. Learn more see below. To clear the error from the system memory come on line d62 and includes buttons
stop the engine on the right panel. Press Select top need to go to the index [d60] self-test in real
time and [d61] memory error and see the number next. The number next to the room and there
is an error, please make note of the "brain". And all the other numbers from [d01] and to [d60] this performance of different sensors eg [d01] is a position of the throttle percentage at the
moment, to twist and understand everything. Adobe Acrobat Document Turn off the ignition, the
engine stop button to put in the ON position. Disconnect the fuel pump connector. In the range
list from d01 to d59 performed a self-test system components. The inclusion of some
components is made with the engine brake. Switch off ignition. Press both buttons on and keep
them tidy. Turn the ignition, hold the button after the ignition is about 8 seconds. Wait
inscriptions DIAG. Release and press both buttons together on the tidy again for 2 sec. A [d01].
This is the first diagnostic indicator shows the position of the throttle. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Like trailer hitches and
ball mounts, electrical connectors range all over the board in shape, size and capability, but no
matter what your trailer's electrical functions are, you need a solid connection to keep the
power flowing and ensure safety on the road. CURT electrical connectors are designed and
manufactured to give you a reliable connection every time you plug in your trailer. This 7-way
round RV blade connector is designed to supply power for tail lights, turn signals, electric
trailer brakes, a volt battery, reverse lights and brake lights, as well as a ground connection. It
features rust-free black plastic construction and comes with a spring-loaded cover to keep out
dust and water. This 7-way round connector is a female-end socket, specifically designed for
the vehicle side of the connection. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a
complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of
the journey. CURT offers a complete line of towing accessories to let you fully enjoy your
passion! With everything from custom trailer hitches and trailer wiring to 5th wheel hitches and
cargo carriers, we have the towing equipment you need to make the most of each adventure.
Whether you're working, playing or doing a little of both, CURT towing products enable you and
your crew to make memories that will last a lifetime. A trailer hitch receiver is the starting point
for most people looking to tow with their vehicle. CURT offers over 1, different custom hitch
models to provide a perfect, factory-like fit on most vehicles on the road today. Our custom
hitches provide a standard hitch receiver to mount a variety of towing accessories. The next
step in equipping your vehicle for towing is to add a trailer wiring harness. Like our hitches,
CURT custom wiring is made vehicle-specific for each make and model. Virtually all of our
custom vehicle-trailer wiring harnesses install using existing factory connectors on the vehicle
for a plug-and-play connection. No splicing necessary! With a custom trailer hitch receiver
installed on your vehicle, a variety of ball mount options can be installed as needed. We offer
loaded ball mounts with a trailer ball already torqued in place, as well as adjustable ball mounts,
multi-ball mounts, tow hooks and more. A ball mount can be secured into the receiver using one
of our hitch pins or hitch locks. To add cargo space to your vehicle, CURT offers a number of
cargo management accessories. Our cargo carriers are available in a convenient,
use-as-needed hitch-mounted design, as well as a roof rack option. We also offer bike racks,
cargo bags, cargo nets and ratchet straps for additional item security. For heavy-duty towing of
an RV or travel trailer with your pickup truck, CURT has a wide array of 5th wheel hitch options.
To install a 5th wheel hitch in your pickup truck bed, CURT offers traditional 5th wheel rails and
brackets, as well as puck system options and gooseneck adapters. For towing heavy-duty
trailers around the farm or out to the construction site, CURT gooseneck hitches are a highly
dependable extension of your truck. We offer puck system gooseneck hitch kits to
accommodate trucks with the factory towing prep package. We also offer
original-equipment-style gooseneck hitches for select applications, as well as traditional
gooseneck hitches and brackets, such as our original Double Lock. CURT offers several
different electrical trailer brake controller options to perfectly suit your towing setup and
lifestyle. Our Echo mobile trailer brake controller is particularly unique, featuring a Bluetooth
connection that links to your smartphone and provides highly responsive braking with your
Apple or Android device as the interface. It easily plugs in with no tools or extra wires needed.
We also offer our factory-like Spectrum and traditional TriFlex. To give your vehicle greater
capability for towing a variety of trailers, CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts provide the

answer. This versatile ball hitch comes in standard hitch receiver sizes and provides flexible
vertical adjustment to ensure level towing, even with large, lifted trucks and SUVs. Give yourself
more control over your vehicle and trailer with a CURT weight distribution hitch. This receiver
hitch attachment helps level the vehicle-trailer combination for a smoother ride. Our TruTrack
weight distribution hitch is particularly unique, featuring integrated trailer sway control. These
heavy-duty hitches are perfect for agriculture, construction and military towing. We offer pintle
hitches, pintle hooks, ball and pintle hitch combinations, as well as channel-mount pintle
hitches for an adjustable option. We also carry high-strength lunette rings for a solid
connection to the trailer. Keep your cargo fully secure in your truck bed or trailer with a set of
CURT ratchet straps. These cargo tie-down straps come with heavy-duty ratcheting
mechanisms and are available in wide variety of capacities, lengths, hook types and colors.
Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day
shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order
within 7 hrs and 42 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from.
Sold by. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom
trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there
with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Towing accessories to fit your lifestyle
Hitches, trailer wiring, cargo carriers and more! A complete line of towing products Trailer
hitches 5th wheel hitches Gooseneck hitches Towing electrical Towing accessories Weight
distribution Trailer parts and accessories Cargo management. Basic towing components.
Custom hitches A trailer hitch receiver is the starting point for most people looking to tow with
their vehicle. Vehicle-trailer wiring The next step in equipping your vehicle for towing is to add a
trailer wiring harness. Ball mounts With a custom trailer hitch receiver installed on your vehicle,
a variety of ball mount options can be installed as needed. Cargo management To add cargo
space to your vehicle, CURT offers a number of cargo management accessories. Heavy-duty
towing equipment. Gooseneck hitches For towing heavy-duty trailers around the farm or out to
the construction site, CURT gooseneck hitches are a highly dependable extension of your truck.
Trailer brake controllers CURT offers several different electrical trailer brake controller options
to perfectly suit your towing setup and lifestyle. Specialized towing accessories. Adjustable
channel mounts To give your vehicle greater capability for towing a variety of trailers, CURT
adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts provide the answer. Weight distribution hitches Give
yourself more control over your vehicle and trailer with a CURT weight distribution hitch. Pintle
hitches These heavy-duty hitches are perfect for agriculture, construction and military towing.
Ratchet straps Keep your cargo fully secure in your truck bed or trailer with a set of CURT
ratchet straps. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Hopkins 4 Wire Flat
Adapter. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I have had other
products from Curt before and been quite happy with them. So I was very disappointed when I
received this product and had problems with it. The terminals are very cheap and wouldn't hold
two of my wires at all. It did fairly okay with small gauge wires but really struggled with the large
gauge wires. I would be giving this 1 star, but the housing seemed pretty decent. Images in this
review. I used this to make a horse trailer battery charger. I then connected the plug from the
horse trailer into it and a standard 12v 6A charger with auto sensing capacity clipped onto the
bolts. I then had a way to recharge the trailer battery when it is unused for longer periods of
time. Worked perfectly. Like this model, because you can wire it yourself and not have to
purchase a harness. I have put 7 Male plugs on all my 12 volt items note only used two
connections needed, negative and positive of 7 pin like 12 volt compressor, so I can access
power from Truck's 7 pin. This will be connected to my RV batteries, mounted to RV, and
provide an access port for my 12 accessories. A solid brand and most importantly the spring is

strong and keeps the plug from collecting debris, snow and rain. Easy to install and mount. The
only thing that needs improvement is if it had a tighter more flexible grommet for the wiring
loom. However the one it has works. One person found this helpful. I have a metal one installed
in the bed side for the fifth wheel and it has been working for 20 years. The OEM plug at the
trailer hitch is the one I replaced with this plug and now my trailer brakes and signals work
again. Although the physical product seems to meet form fit and function, the labeling on the
pins both numbers and printed color names did not relate to any standard for 7 pin connectors.
Totally random! I had to compare the connector to a known good connector on my truck to
figure out the proper pin labeling. Pain in the neck. I used this for a Silverado. Does not fit inside
the stock holder on the trailer hitch so I would highly recommend that you also purchase the
mounting bracket. Also, the wires are a different color than the ones listed on the Curt plug.
Took a little bit of research but it is possible to accomplish. Considering the cost, this is great! I
used it to build a 7-blade to 4-pin adapter that I won't use very often. Beware - the color coded
labels are wrong. I just popped the part out, stuck it in the trailer side, pulled up a wiring
diagram on my phone, and had it ready to go in minutes. I tested it and it works great! See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. I am surprised Curt
would put a sticker with the Curt name on this trailer connector. It does not have a foam seal on
the cover flap like other curt trailer connectors. It is just a generic type low quality cheap
connector. However the low price is in line with the quality. The one in the Amazon picture
shows one with the Curt Name molded in to the cover. The one they sent just has a sticker on
the side with Curt on it. I returned it at no cost to me. Excellent 3rd party company in that
respect. Report abuse. Good quality Easy to install Could label terminals better Works good.
Report abuse Translate review to English. As described. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: car wires , 4 wire trailer wiring , electrical adapters for rv , trailer wiring
harness , trailer wiring , trailer wiring connector. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. VM Express.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Place the positive pole probe of your multi-meter on the positive cable
of your headlights and connect the negative probe to the chassis of your vehicle. Positive
switch wiring diagram for: Toyota, Holden, Isuzu and Mitsubishi. Negative switch wiring
diagram for: Toyota, Holden, Isuzu and Mitsubishi. Get product news and promotions based on
your preferences and registered devices. Learn about our email privacy. Without the most
up-to-date browser, you may have problems loading pages or experiencing newer website
features. We recommend browsing our Narva website using the latest version of Chrome. For
inst
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correctly. To get the full experience, please enable Javscript in your browser. Switch Wiring
Guide. Wiring Diagram O. Style Switches Check if you vehicle is Negative Switched: Ensure
your headlights are in the off position Place the positive pole probe of your multi-meter on the
positive cable of your headlights and connect the negative probe to the chassis of your vehicle
If you get a voltage reading it is a negative switched vehicle Refer to the switch wiring diagrams
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